INFORMATION FOR THE DRIVER
Arrival
We kindly ask you not to let guests immediately get oﬀ the bus. According to their accommodation (blue or red section of
the Hotel) they will be checked-in at the reception at the main entrance, or at the reception in the bus garage. Moreover,
in case of bad weather it is easier and more suitable to unload in the garage. So please hold on in front of the hotel and
come to the reception. Every further decision will be taken together.

Arriving from North
Arriving from North, you can take the highway-exit “Bolzano sud”, direction Fiera-Fair/Aeroporto-Airport and proceed
for about 6 km direction Laives-Leifers. Out Hotel is located in the city center, on the left side of the street. Please drive
slowly, you will soon see our hotel sign. The garage entrance is situated right next to the hotel, on the left side. Another
sign will show you the right gateway to the garage.

Coming from South
Coming from South, you can take the highway-exit Ora/Egna and proceed for other 18 km direction Bolzano/Bozen. Out
Hotel is located in the city center, on the right side of the street. Please drive slowly, you will soon see our hotel sign. The
garage entrance is situated right next to the hotel, on the left side. Another sign will show you the right gateway to the
garage.

Bus garage - direct access to the Hotel, washing possibilities for the bus
Every kind of bus can access our parking garage, even the Megaliner (which measures 4 m in height and 15 m in length). If
you’re driving an extra-long bus or maybe a bus with hanger the access will be easier coming from south. You don’t have
to lift or lower the bus. The front side of the garage is 4.20 m in height while the back side measures 3.65 m. Height is
always marked, but please ask us if you’re not sure about it.
Our bus garage has a direct access to the Hotel. Departures in the morning, as well as arrivals in the evening, can be made
from here and not from the main entrance. This is much easier, for our guests, but also for the driver.
You also have the possibility to clean the bus in our garage. We just ask you not to do it at the main entrance, but near
the drain. Separation of Waste: For easier recycling, separate waste before disposal.
Non-returnable water-bottles: in case of shortage of water, you can ask some at the reception (if some stocks are available).

How to arrive
Before you come to Hotel Ideal Park, please read this section and follow the instructions.
Print out relevant information for an easy reference.
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